The streetscape should be human centered, keep bikes, kids, humans in general safe from cars. Even the best drivers make mistakes and we should not have to take our lives into our hands. The noise/the smell are no good and the more cakeless the better. Plazas/careless areas nature, eco, outdoor seating, places to just be not buying things. More Community centered Art.
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT – large-scale elements
“HEALTHY LIVING MORGAN HILL”

stages of apricot, from bud swell to fruit
CONCEPT

Arrival in Downtown Morgan Hill will be announced through a series of Gateways. Strategically located at prominent intersections, as well as along the “Old Monterey Highway,” a series of public art pieces and welcoming gateway features, referencing the area’s agricultural roots, will announce and celebrate arrival Downtown.
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT – median gateways

TRACTOR GATEWAY

BIKES GATEWAY

ORCHARD LADDER GATEWAY

TRACTOR WITH BRANCH AND BEES

BIKES WITH BRANCH AND BEES

ORCHARD LADDER WITH BRANCH AND BEE
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT – intersection painting

CONCEPT
Continuing the agricultural story at prominent intersections along Monterey Road, horizontal art murals are proposed. Created from traffic paint and applied to raised intersections, these “murals” will strengthen the unique identity of Morgan Hill and create a traffic calming effect.

1. APRICOT BUDS 1ST ST. & MONTEREY RD.
2. APRICOT BLOSSOMS 2ND ST. & MONTEREY RD.
3. APRICOT FRUIT 3RD ST. & MONTEREY RD.
4. APRICOT LEAVES 4TH ST. & MONTEREY RD.
5. HALVED APRICOT FRUIT 5TH ST. & MONTEREY RD.

INTERSECTION PAINTING LOCATIONS ON MONTEREY ROAD
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT – Complete Streets
CONCEPT TO BUILT - medians

- Existing tree branch
- Rubber strap attached to tree branch
- Locking clasp
- Wine barrel straps
- Heavy outdoor light cord

6 lights per tree

(b) Median tree

Install 1 electrical connection per tree as needed

Wine barrel strap lantern

Scale: NTS
CONCEPT TO BUILT - medians
SALVAGED MATERIALS - SunSweet Building:
CUSTOM PLANTERS

TALL GRASS PLANTING

SALVAGED 6 x 6 WOOD BEAMS

CORRUGATED METAL SIDING - FROM SUNSWEET STRUCTURES

SCALE: 1" = 1'-0"
COMMUNITY OUTREACH – site analysis
CONCEPT TO BUILT – 3rd Street Plaza
CONCEPT TO BUILT – 3rd Street Plaza